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NEWFowler BB1 16nhp Ploughing Engine
No.15145 - ‘Rusty’, Dorset
                                                  SCALE       PRICE
76FBB001                 1:76  £15.95

Fowler BB1 16nhp Ploughing Engine No.15145 -
‘Rusty’, Dorset
New tooling brings this interesting model into Oxford’s

1:76 scale range.

‘Rusty’, a Fowler BB1 16nhp Ploughing Engine was built in
1918.  Bought by the current owner Alan Sparkes in 1995,
a complete rebuild began which included a lot of boiler

work, including a new tubeplate, a patch in the barrel, new
fire box and a new crown.  As well as the boiler work, a
new tender, chimney and toolboxes were made along
with a complete rebuild of the motion works.  The
decision was made to leave the engine  in ‘as found’
condition.  The engine is a regular visitor to the Dorset
Steam Fair.
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Duple Roadmaster - South Notts
Only the second release on the newly

tooled Duple Roadmaster, we see it

this time in the unusual dark blue

and red colour scheme of the

South Notts Bus Co. Ltd., based

in Gotham.  Registered LOE 900,

it carried 41 passengers and had

a Managing Director, C T Dabell

according to the information

printed along the bottom behind

the passenger door.  The

decoration on our single

decker includes a cream stripe

running round the centre of the

front, sides and rear of the coach.  The famous 

Leyland Royal Tiger badge is printed on the front as well

as on the passenger side of the body.  The fleetname is

also printed along the sides in dropped shadow gold/red,

while additional attention to detail sees window openers

and the wheel centres given a silver finish.  

The bus company operated from 1926 right through to

1991, when it was sold to Nottingham City Transport

who still continue to use the original brand name today. 

Leyland Royal Tiger - Standerwick
W C Standerwick Ltd had been a successful coach

operator based in Blackpool until it

was taken over by the Ribble

Motor Services in 1932.  Ribble

continued to run the

Standerwick fleet as its

coaching arm between its HQ

in Preston in the North West

of England and London

throughout the ‘50s and ‘60s,

with destinations such as

Dunstable, Coventry and

Birmingham along the way. 

Leyland was one of their

preferred manufacturers and here

we see the Royal Tiger in the eye-catching

Standerwick livery of cream with red roof heading for

London, registered EFV 617.  Its other destinations are

printed along the top of the windows below the roofline

on both sides of the coach. Gold lettering behind the

front nearside wheel details the company’s contact

details, its 41 seater capacity and its speed limit of just 30

mph.  In those days, one got a long way in a long time but

if you were on a day out, what did it matter.  Just look out

of those panoramic windows and enjoy the scenery! 

Land Rover Series I 80" -
Sage Green (HUE) 
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76LAN180001 1:76  £4.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWDuple Roadmaster -
South Notts
                         SCALE       PRICE
76DR002  1:76  £15.95

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger -
Standerwick
                           SCALE      PRICE
76LRT008  1:76  £15.95
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NEW
Tooling!

Hillman Imp - Willow Green
The Hillman Imp was developed as a direct competitor to the

BMC Mini.  It featured a rear 875cc engine with aluminium engine

block and cylinder head, rear-wheel drive and had a unique

opening rear hatch.  Our first model off the new Hillman Imp tool

is registered NWR 677A from 1963, its launch year.  Decorated

in a muted green with pale green interior, all the exterior trim is

finished in silver, including the wheel hubs which are also given a

flash of white.  The IMP badge is printed red and silver

above the radiator grille and the Hillman name also

appears in silver across the front of the bonnet. 

Ford Galaxy - Ice Blue
The Ford Galaxy is a large multi-purpose vehicle (MPV) which was

first produced by Ford Europe in 1995.  Our 1:76 scale replica 

is based on the second generation vehicle, which was

introduced at the Geneva Motor Show in 2006 and was

larger than its predecessor.   Distinctive features now

included a trapezoidal grille, large wheel arches and

angular headlights.  A choice of diesel or two petrol

fuel options were made available.  Registered BG56

YFC, our model is true to the original and replicates

these refinements perfectly.  Decorated in pale blue, the

window pillars, window surrounds and bumpers are masked black.

The sunroof is also given a black tinted finish.  Inside, the seats are a

dark greeny-blue and the remaining interior is black.

Ford Sierra Sapphire RS - Ebony Black
This newly tooled model from Oxford will delight we’re

sure.  Produced by Ford Europe between 1986 and 1992,

the early versions of the Ford Sierra Sapphire RS came as

a 3-door hatchback with front engine and rear

wheel drive but from 1988, it appeared as a 4-door

notchback.  Between 1990 and 1992, it also came

as a four wheel drive, which is the car chosen for

our 1:76 scale replica.  

We launch our own Ford Sierra Sapphire RS 4x4

in black with dark grey interior, registered K994 FUW

from 1992.  A special feature to note is

the rear light cluster which comprise a

smoke tinted bar on either side of the red

and silver lights, just like the real thing.

Apart from the silver spoked wheels, all other trim is

black.  Finally, the Ford badge in blue sits in the centre of

the black radiator grille.

NEWHillman Imp - Willow Green
                                 SCALE      PRICE
76HI001         1:76  £4.95

Volvo P1800 - Red
This newly tooled Volvo is bound to be a favourite

amongst collectors of the marque.  The P1800 was a

two-door, two-passenger, front-engined, rear-drive

sports car which Volvo produced as a coupé

between 1961 and 1973.  Its roots lay in the 

need for Volvo to produce a sports car to 

compete in the US and European markets.  

Project development was the brainchild of Volvo 

engineering consultant Helmer Petterson and the car 

was designed by his son Pelle Petterson.  Our 1:76 scale

replica of the P1800 makes its debut in bright red with

lots of contrasting exterior chromework.  The interior

features a black steering wheel and black interior.

Registered RYN 480E, the blue and silver Volvo badge sits

on the front of the bonnet above the silver radiator grille.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWVolvo P1800 - Red
                       SCALE      PRICE
76VP001 1:76  £4.95

NEWFord Galaxy - Ice Blue
                       SCALE      PRICE
76FG001 1:76  £4.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWFord Sierra Sapphire 
RS - Ebony Black
                         SCALE       PRICE
76FS001   1:76   £4.95

NEW
Tooling!
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

Ford Transit Mk1 - British Rail
Ford of Europe started manufacturing the Ford Transit in 1965

and our latest model of their first variant  the Mk 1 from that

period is registered UAR 337F from 1967.  Decorated in the

British Rail yellow livery of the day, the van carries the

Double Arrow logo in red on both sides as well as on 

the back of the vehicle, with British Rail printed in black.

The van interior is also black.  If your railway layout is

based on that era, this is a

fine little model to add to

your lineside accessories.  

NEWFord Transit Mk1 - City
of Carlisle Fire Service
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FT1004  1:76   £4.95

Ford Transit Mk1 - City of Carlisle Fire Service
The popular Ford Transit Mark 1 was widely adopted by

many fire brigades for emergency duties and ancillary

work. The latest release in the Oxford Fire range depicts

an Emergency Unit commissioned by the City of Carlisle

Fire Service in 1967. The vehicle was equipped with

various items of rescue and cutting equipment for

attending incidents on the city’s network of roads and

the motorway. Finished in the novel hi-visibility yellow

scheme for increased visibility, it was the only yellow

appliance in the Carlisle Fire Service fleet.  It was a novel

appliance for its era and is accurately portrayed, even

down to the attractive City of Carlisle coat of arms.

Registered JHH 942E, our model comes with a roof rack

and ladders, plus a blue roof beacon. 

NEWFord Transit Mk1 - BR
                          SCALE      PRICE
76FT1005  1:76  £4.95

Whitby Mondial Ice Cream Van - Vince’s Ice Cream
This model has already been produced in our 1:43 scale

range and now you can add this very colourful van to your

1:76 scale fleet of ice cream vans.

Registered V999 NCE and advertising Vince’s Ice Cream -

Everyone’s Favourite Ice Cream, the van is white with blue

roof, red skirt and bonnet and black chassis.  There is a mass

of comic strip graphic imagery to the bodywork, including a

highly decorative all-over scene across the back.  Tooling has

allowed for two ice cream cones fixed on either side above

the windscreen and Vince’s selection of ices is printed on

the side window next to the serving hatch.  

NEWWhitby Mondial Ice
Cream Van - Vince’s 
                           SCALE      PRICE
76WM005 1:76   £5.95

NEWDiamond T Ballast -
Pickfords
                           SCALE      PRICE
76DT004    1:76  £13.95
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N SCALE

AEC Matador Artillery Tractor - 
2nd Battalion. Gordon Highlanders, Germany 1945
This is a crossover from the 1:76 scale Oxford military series,

appearing in exactly the same livery for 1:148 scale enthusiasts.

Decorated in drab olive green and dark grey camouflage effect to the

sides with a dark grey roof, the interior is also moulded in olive green

with a black steering wheel.  The canvas back and bodywork are

painted in drab olive green with brown

camouflage markings and

brown roof.  

Bedford Luton Van - Slumberland
This latest release in N scale represents a van used for transporting

and delivering the famous Slumberland beds and mattresses.

Registered KND 872, it comes painted in bright red with

contrasting gold lettering promoting its top class products along

both sides of the body and with 

its strapline advising customers 

to ‘Look for the Label’ printed at

the front above the driver’s cab.

Austin Tilly - London Fire Brigade
We are pleased to add this London Fire Brigade livery to our N scale Austin

Tilly.  Decorated in the bright red livery of the LCC London Fire Brigade

and registered GYP 2, the ‘Tilly’ also features the original ‘canvas’ back 

in light beige with roll-up side window and rear blinds.  The interior is

moulded in black.  Additional details

include the spare wheel above the

driver’s cabin and a spade on the roof.

Austin Tilly - 11th African Division, Sudan 1941
This Austin Tilly’s unusual Caunter scheme comprises three muted

camouflage shades of light grey, stone and dark grey, officially

described as a ‘disruptive’ colour scheme adopted by the British

Army when operating particularly in the stony desert of North

Africa and Greece during World War II.  The chassis reflects the

stone colour of the body and the vehicle

interior is moulded 

olive grey.

New Routemaster - London General
The development of the new Routemaster bus

was inspired by the old London Routemaster,

which had for over sixty years been an iconic

London tourist attraction in itself.  Designed by 

Wrightbus in Northern Ireland, it is the first bus in

over 50 years that has been designed specifically for

the streets of London.  It is modern, fully accessible,

user friendly and uses the latest green technology.

Our newly tooled N scale replica is painted red,

white and black and incorporates many of the unique

features of the ‘real thing’. 

NEW
Tooling!

NEWAustin Tilly - 11th 
African Division, 1941
                         SCALE      PRICE
NTIL003   1:148  £4.25

NEWBedford Luton Van -
Slumberland
                         SCALE      PRICE
NBP005   1:148  £4.95

NEWAEC Matador - 2nd Batt.
Gordon Highlanders
                         SCALE      PRICE
NAEC017  1:148  £6.45

NEWAustin Tilly - London FB
                       SCALE       PRICE
NTIL005 1:148  £4.25

NEWNew Routemaster -
London General
                         SCALE      PRICE
NNR001   1:148  £7.95
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1:76 SCALE
VW Golf GTI - Diamond Copper Brown Metallic
VW launched their Golf hatchback in 1974 as a successor

to the VW Beetle, with the GTi version appearing a year

later in 1975 - a highly popular choice for young drivers

with an ego to feed in particular, added to which

the GTi had an acceleration capacity from 

0-60 mph in 9 seconds, enabling them to

roar off into the dust! 

This latest release on our 1:76 scale VW

Golf GTi is registered CBY 964Y from

1982/83. Painted in metallic brown with black

interior, additional masking to the exterior body is

finished in black while the wheels are silver.  A special

detail to note is the red surround to the radiator grille.

The GTi badge also features on the grille, as well as the

Golf GTi marque reproduced in silver across the back. 

1983 was the last year of production before VW launched

the MkII version of the Golf GTi but despite this, UK

sales were over 25,000 that year, making it the 14th most

popular car on the market.

Rover P6 - Lunar Grey
Our P6 has appeared in several authentic colour schemes

of the period, including as used by the Police and our

latest release comes in another popular two-tone 

livery of the day - pale blue grey with a black

roof. Interior seating is light grey. Additional

touches include silver masking to door

handles, window surrounds, rear panel,

bumpers and the front grille with a finely

detailed Rover badge on the bonnet.

The P6 saloon car was produced between

1963 and 1977 at the motor company’s Solihull

factory and was the last of the ‘P’ designated Rover

designs to be manufactured despite being considered very

ahead of its time.  Registered HUE 537L from 1972/73,

our model represents a vehicle well into the marque’s

production period.

Sunbeam Rapier MkIII - Moonstone/Morocco Brown
The Series III Sunbeam Rapier introduced in 1959

featured several design refinements over its

previous production models, including

modified side grilles, a different shaped number

plate recess and a redesigned side flash.  Finer

windscreen pillars increased the windscreen

area and even the interior was upgraded.  For its

sixth outing in 1:76 scale the Rapier is painted in one

of the authentic yet unusual two-tone schemes of light

grey with brown roof and sideflash and brown interior.

Registered 728 DCY, additional detail sees the remaining

exterior trim finished in silver. 

The Sunbeam Rapier spanned two decades of British motor

manufacture by the Rootes Group between 1955 and 1976.  

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWSunbeam Rapier MkIII -
Moonstone/Morocco Brown

NEWVW Golf GTI - Diamond
Copper Brown Metallic
                        SCALE      PRICE
76GF006  1:76   £4.75

                                 SCALE       PRICE
76SR006        1:76   £4.75

NEWRover P6 - Lunar Grey
                           SCALE     PRICE
76RP005    1:76  £4.75
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

VW Beetle - Gulf Blue
Our model of the classic VW Beetle makes its seventh

outing in one of its most recognisable colour schemes -

pale blue with pale grey interior and grey steering wheel.

Registered KGT 566D from 1966,the body features lots

of contrasting chromework including the wheel centres,

while the wheels are painted pale blue and grey.

Additional detailed and interesting  features include 

silver front horn grilles and a black running board.

Mini - RAF
Striking in its simplicity is this latest release of the Classic Mini in

RAF blue with contrasting silver trim and grey interior.  Registered

26 AM 46, the model features a small RAF roundel on the offside

of the bonnet and the Mini Minor marque in silver above the rear

number plate.  After piloting huge

aircraft, zipping along in this nippy little

military Mini must have been a dream!  

Bentley Blower - Le Mans 1930 No.9
Birkin/Chassagne
Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin was a prominent, very keen and

capable racing driver of the 1920s and early

1930s.  He was one of W O Bentley’s ‘Bentley

Boys’ which comprised a group of

wealthy British men, both

drivers and mechanics with a

need for speed.  They drove

Bentley automobiles to

victory in several races

between 1927 and 1931,

including four consecutive wins

at Le Mans.  As a result of this

success, W O Bentley developed the Bentley 4½

litre car on a sports car chassis in 1927.  Tim Birkin saw

the potential benefits of getting more power from a

lighter model of the car by using a supercharger, despite

the disapproval of W O Bentley, who thought it corrupted

his original design.  With team-mate Jean Chassagne,

Birkin entered his supercharged Bentley Blower in the

1930 Le Mans race as number 9.  The pair managed 138

laps to come in 11th.  The same year, Tim Birkin entered

the French Grand Prix and went on to finish second. 

Of the 720 Bentley 4½ litre cars built between 1927 and

1931, only 50 were converted to Blower Bentleys.

Our new 1:76 scale model of Sir Henry Birkin’s Blower

Bentley No. 9 as raced at Le Mans is painted in

characteristic dark green and sports the race No. 9 in

white on the sides.  Bonnet straps are finished in tan.  

The tonneau cover is black, seating dark green and the

dashboard is finished in silver 

with black dials. 

Jaguar F Type - 
Polaris White
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76FTYP002      1:76  £4.95

2013 Range Rover -
Santorini Black
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76RAN002       1:76  £4.95

NEWMini - RAF
                           SCALE     PRICE
76MN007   1:76  £4.75

NEWVW Beetle - Gulf Blue
                           SCALE     PRICE
76VWB007 1:76  £4.75

NEWBentley Blower - 
Le Mans 1930 No.9
                        SCALE      PRICE
76BB001  1:76   £4.95

NEW
Tooling!
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Morris Oxford III - Salford City Police
The Morris Oxford III was the third upgrade of the newly

modelled post-war Morris Oxford designed by Sir Alec

Issigonis.  Production lasted until 1959, which gives an

indication of the date of this Police version, registered

LRJ 499, as used by Salford City Police.

The four-door Police car is decorated in the two-tone

colour scheme of black and white body and features a white

panel on the driver and front passenger sides, on which the colourful

Salford City Crest features prominently.  Sporting white wheels and the

characteristic Morris Oxford radiator grille finished in silver, the car is devoid

of the usual Police roof beacons, lights or any other Police markings.  Perhaps in

those days there was no requirement for high visibility Police chases and with

the Morris Oxford’s 1489 cc engine, they would not have been at high speed!  

1:76 SCALE
Austin ATV - Newcastle & Gateshead Fire Service
The latest release of Oxford Diecast's Austin ATV Auxiliary

Towing Vehicle features the unique burgundy and vermilion livery

of Newcastle & Gateshead Joint Fire Service.  Registered GLT 46,

additional features include muted green ‘canvas’ curtained rear

and gold coachlines, black chassis and black interior.

Originally used for fire fighting, this model is depicted in its later

role as a service vehicle.  The appliance complements the

Newcastle Leyland Cub, 

AEC Regent and Mercury 

fire engines in the existing 

Oxford Fire range. 

Ford Transit Connect - Garda
Introducing Ford’s latest van, the Transit Connect, as used by the Irish Garda,

an up to the minute addition to any Police vehicle collector’s line-up.  

The white body features a yellow stripe along each side edged with blue

and a high visibility red and yellow chevron effect across the back doors.

The registration plate places the vehicle as coming from Dublin.  

The letters CO are printed boldly in black on the roof of the van

behind the blue and red light bar, while the Garda lettering and

logo appear along each side of the

vehicle, along with the website and

freephone number.  GARDA is also

printed on the front of the bonnet.  

NEWMorris Oxford III - 
Salford City Police
                           SCALE      PRICE
76MO006   1:76   £4.95

NEWFord Transit Connect - 
Garda
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FTC007  1:76   £4.95

NEWAustin ATV - Newcastle 
& Gateshead Fire Service
                           SCALE      PRICE
76ATV008  1:76   £7.95

Land Rover Defender Station Wagon - RNLI
Our Land Rover Defender is in its element in its latest

livery as used by the Royal National Lifeboat Institution.

Decorated in dark blue with white roof, the station

wagon version is registered HG56 LNY.  The RNLI flag

sits proudly on both front doors with Lifeboats printed

in white beneath.  The added light bar on this release is

blue and also features the RNLI initials.  The RNLI

website is printed on the sides of the long

wheelbase vehicle, together with its identity

LR 87.  The model is a fitting tribute to a

wholly worthwhile organization.

NEWLand Rover Defender
Station Wagon - RNLI
                           SCALE      PRICE
76DEF014  1:76   £4.95
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1:76
SCALEMILITARY

Motorbike/Sidecar - Royal Navy
Our latest 1:76 replica of the motor cycle and sidecar is as used by

the Royal Navy, registered RN6239.  Decorated in the signature navy

blue of the UK’s senior service, additional colour is provided by the

silvered engine parts and white RN lettering on the sidecar.  

Its probable use would have been 

as a courier bike but it adds a new

dimension to any collection of 

naval vehicles. 

Land Rover Series 1 88" Canvas Back - 6th Training Regiment, RCT
This time it’s the turn of the Army’s Royal Corps of Transport to use our

little Land Rover, which is decorated in a military dark green with a beige

canvas back.  Deployed with the 6th Training Regiment, the signage on

the doors indicates it as being a Training Aid vehicle.  Registered 86 BR

99, additional military markings appear on the doors, rear and 

front wing.  

To place your model in the appropriate position in your

military timeline, the Royal Corps of Transport was formed in

1965 and operated until 

1993 when it became the

Royal Logistics Corps. 

Land Rover Series 1 88" Hard Back - RAF
Our hardy little Land Rover appears here in 1:76 scale in the

livery as used by the RAF and with hard back, decorated in the

Service’s signature blue, even down to the wheels and masked

with very bright yellow roof.  Military markings include the

number plate 64 AA 28 which appears on the offside rear and

the nearside front wing.  The front offside upper wing features

the RAF roundel in its usual red, white and blue, together with

the number 2 in black/yellow

below.  Note too, that this Land

Rover features the radiator grille

of the 80" version.  

Bedford QLT - 49th Infantry Division, UK 1942
The second release off the newly tooled Bedford QLT sees

it as used by the British Army during World War II.

Decorated in the dark olive and blue-black drab

camouflage scheme, the interior of the truck is also

dark olive.  The military insignia on the rear of the

truck includes the polar bear, the badge of the 49th

Infantry Division, first formed in 1908 and which

hailed from the West Riding of Yorkshire.  

The Division was known by the nickname of 

the Polar Bears as well as Barker’s Bears, after

one of their most prominent commanders Evelyn

Barker.  The Division served in both World Wars.

There’s a lot of history behind this replica!

NEWLand Rover Series 1 88' 
Hard Back - RAF
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76LAN188021 1:76  £4.95

NEWMotorbike/Sidecar -
Royal Navy
                           SCALE      PRICE
76BSA007  1:76   £4.25

NEWBedford QLT - 49th 
Infantry Div, UK 1942
                           SCALE      PRICE
76QLT002   1:76  £12.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWLand Rover S1 88 Canvas -
6th Training Regiment, RCT
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76LAN188022 1:76  £4.95
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

DH Mosquito FB VI -
204 AFS, Brize Norton 1949

The De Havilland Mosquito was one of the great heroes

of World War II and of those that survived, many were

used by flying schools for training purposes.  It is in that

role that our latest 1:72 scale ‘Mossie’ appears, as

deployed to the Advanced Flying School at RAF Brize

Norton in 1949.

Decorated in the grey/green camouflage scheme, its HR

242 identity is printed in black on the underside of the

wings while the upper sides feature the RAF roundel.

Further white lettering is printed WFMO on the port

side and FMOW on the starboard side with the RAF

roundel intersected between the letters. 

It is a change to have a non-combative Mosquito in the

range of military aircraft, serving in peacetime rather than

facing another airborne enemy aircraft. 

1:76 SCALE

NEWDH Mosquito FB VI - 
204 AFS, Brize Norton 1949
                                  SCALE       PRICE
AC067            1:72  £15.95

NEWScania Evo6 Car Transporter -
Quinns Car Transport
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76SCT002         1:76  £32.95Scania Evo6 Car Transporter - Quinns Car Transport

We launched this newly tooled car transporter in Issue

199 in Stobart livery.  For its second appearance, we’ve

chosen the equally bright red and white colour scheme of

Quinns Car Transport from Sheffield.  A family firm

founded in 1985 by Anthony and Susan Quinn, Quinns

Car Transport has developed into one of the UK’s leading

specialists in nationwide vehicle movements. From simple

beginnings, the company now has over fifty up to the

minute transporters .

The model represents the 12-car load vehicle made by

Hunwick Engineering Ltd in Essex.  As with our first

release, the intricate tooling design is complemented once

more by the high level of decorative detail of the Quinns

bright red and white corporate colour scheme, in

particular the red and white chequered finish on both cab

and trailer.  The transporter is registered YN59 BHJ and

additional detail includes the company’s contact

information printed in white on the cab doors while their

Sheffield telephone number is reproduced in white on the

ramp section above the cab. 
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Austin-Healey 100 BN1 - Black/Red - Closed Hood
When we launched the new 1:43 scale 1950s Austin

Healey 100 BN1 here at Oxford, we built in two

tooling options, one featuring the car with

hood down and tonneau cover and one with

the hood raised.  Our fourth release features the

bright red hood in the closed position on a shiny

black body, with silver trim.  The car interior is also

red.  Other external features include realistic wire

wheels and the Austin Healey name printed diagonally

across the boot, while the Austin Healey badge sits

above the distinctive black and 

silver radiator grille.

Rolls-Royce Phantom V James Young -
Navy/Silver
Another brand new prestige car enters the

1:43 scale series in the shape of the

Rolls-Royce Phantom V, manufactured

between 1959 and 1968.  Its ultra

elegance and exclusivity made it a

favourite with both Royalty and

the rich and famous.  

The Oxford model represents

the four-door saloon with a body

designed by the coachbuilder James Young.

Built by Rolls-Royce Limited, the car featured a V8

engine and 4-speed automatic gear box.  Our model

registered EBY 148B dates from 1964 and features the

new headlights introduced in 1963. 

Decorated in an elegant navy blue and silver, the interior

seating is pale blue with darker blue flooring. The interior

fittings including dashboard, door cappings and seat

divider are finished in brown. Exterior trim is all finished

in silver and the wheel rims have a navy blue band

matching the body colour.  A final flourish sees the RR

emblem at the top of the radiator and ‘the Spirit of

Ecstasy’ flying on the front of the bonnet.

Whitby Mondial Ice Cream Van - Smith’s Ice Cream
WOW!  What a colour scheme!  The latest 1:43 scale

release in our very popular and currently seasonal ice

cream van comes from Ireland and must be one of the

most exacting printing jobs undertaken in this colourful

series to date.  The van is registered II LH 2394 from

Louth and is basically purple with a mass of colourful

printed stripes applied to all sides to achieve the

psychedelic effect.  The roof is purple as are the

front bumpers and the bonnet and vehicle rear

are both advertising the vendor’s Soft Ice

Cream.  The Smith’s name features in purple

out of white on the front, sides and rear of

the van.  A small addition sees the number

plate bearing the EU flag to the left of the

registration and a final detail adds decorative 

ice cream cones on either side of the roof. 

1:43 SCALE

NEWRolls Royce Phantom V
James Young - Navy/Silver
                               SCALE       PRICE
43RRP5001  1:43  £24.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWAustin-Healey 100
BN1 - Black/Red 
                     SCALE       PRICE
AH1004  1:43  £22.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWWhitby Mondial Ice
Cream Van - Smith’s
                     SCALE       PRICE
WM006  1:43  £13.95
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OR76MW4003 
1:76 - £9.95

Wilsons & Clyde 
4 Plank Wagon

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76MW4004 
1:76 - £9.95

Hamilton Palace Colliery 
4 Plank Wagon

Dear MeMbers

It seems an age since the beginnings of “Oxford Die Cast” and from those humble beginnings in 1994 and

looking back at the first edition of the “Globe” it’s hard to believe that it's over 20 years since I first said hello

to the club members! 

What a long way ODC has come from then!  The Bullnose Morris van was first off the production line

followed by the model T Ford and in that Globe No. 1 the new and forthcoming release of the1915 “General”

London bus!  I remember we made an edition for Arsenal F.C. and for the Imperial War Museum in khaki!

Also on the agenda was the forthcoming Bronco Bill Circus set which was only one of two circuses ever to

appear at the famous Blackpool tower in 1912! 

As for me I’m still fortunate enough to be associated with ODC and to watch the expansion and evolvement

of the wonderful vehicles that are now produced by them - the beautiful cars - the fire engines - the nostalgic

buses - the military range -and the enormous livery variety - plus the railway collection!  All so detailed and

precise with a scale range to suit all tastes! 

It’s come a long way since those early days and the brand is now recognised as the leader of die-cast vehicles,

and sporting the biggest range to fit every pocket, from the serious collector to the occasional one! 

Taff and his team are doing a fabulous job and I’m very happy to say hello again to all the members?

Have a great summer and believe me - there are some marvellous products in the pipeline! 

Michael Johnston-Allan

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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